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Numerical integration plays an important role in satellite orbit
determination. This paper presents the general philosophy of numeri-
cal integration, a description of the often used multistep numerical
integration algorithms pertinent to orbit determination, and the deri-
vation of the formulas and their various forms used in these multistep
algorithms. The coefficients for different forms of these formulas are
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COWELL TYPE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
AS APPLIED TO SATELLITE ORBIT COMPUTATION
by
Jesse L. Maury, Jr., and Gall P. Segal
Goddard Space Flight Center
INTRODUCTION: GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
Many problems involving ordinary differential equations cannot be solved explicitly or
analytically. It is for this reason that numerical techniques for approximating solutions of such
equations were developed. The advent of high speed computers which can handle the tedious
arithmetic involved has made these techniques even more attractive and useful. Using a compu-
ter, it is possible to extend these numerical techniques to a degree of precision far higher than
any hand calculation could ever achieve.
Of particular interest are the discrete variable methods which yield approximate solutions of
the problemy' - f(×.y) at a set of discrete points x, × • h,x + 25, ... where h is the step size.
In general, the discrete variable methods applied to initial value problems can be classified as
either one-step methods or multistep methods. The one-step methods require knowledge of the
value of the function at only the previous point while the multistep methods require this knowledge
at a certain number of preceding values. That is, to approximate the value of the function at x + h,
a one-step method would need only knowledge of the value of the function at × while a multistep
method would require this knowledge at the points ×, × - b, x - 2h, x - 3h, . .., × - nh.
At first, one might think that the one-step methods would be more advantageous in obtaining
the approximations since they require only one previous value, one backpoint. However, the error
committed in using the formulas of any one-step process over a given interval is generally larger
than the error incurred in a multistep method. Also, to go one step forward with a one-step
method requires more evaluations of the function, and, in the multistep method, increasing the
order (the number of backpoints used) does not necessarily require a concomitant increase in
evaluations. Furthermore, since large orders of a multistep method are easily attained, multistep
methods are highly accurate with relatively large increments of the independent variable.
In the realm of orbital dynamics, the use of numerical techniques is virtually dictated. It is
almost impossible to solve analytically (i.e., explicitly)those equations which represent the mo-
tion of a satellite. Analytical solutions such as Brouwer or Two Body Motion are sometimes
employed,but at best theyuseonly limited approximationsof thereal forceswhichaffecta
satellite's motion. With the numericalapproach,theexpressionsof theseforcesdonothaveto be
truncatedafter thefirst fewterms: theycanbeexpressedin their entirety.
Someof the computerprogramswhichusenumericalmethodsto computethemotionof
artificial satellites are:

















Mission and Trajectory Analysis Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
G.S.F.C., Greenbelt, Maryland
Lungfish -- Lunar Gravitational Field in Spherical Harmonics
Feb. 1966
Contract No: NAS1-4998
Prepared for the Space Mechanics Division of the Langley Research Center
Prepared by Computer Usage Company, Inc.
Trace -- Trace-C Powered Flight Trajectory Determination Program
May 1965
Report No. TOR-469(5352)-I
Prepared by Aerospace Corp. --
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This paper describes how multistep numerical integration is started with a one-step process,
exemplified by the Runge-Kutta method; how the multistep process is used in orbit determination,
exemplified by Cowell type formulas; a.nd derivation of predictor and corrector formulas for
equationsof the first and second orders. ALso included, in the appendix, are the coefficients for
the multkstep methods discussed in the text.
In the discussion, y and f are 3-space vectors. The independent variable is ×, while
iyr : (y: • -
DESCI_PTION OF INTEGRATION METHOD
I Starting the Multistep
The multistep numerical integration method of solving differential equations requires a
knowledge of preceding values (backpoints). Consider the initial value problem
y' = fiX, y(x))
Y (Xo) : YO"
We need to know the values y (x_) : y_, y (x_) = Y2, • • ', Y (xm-1) = Ym-I,Y (x) : ym where x 1 : x * h,
x2 : x + 2h, ..., x_ l = x + (m - l) h, xm = x + r_h, h being the step size. These val,:_ are needed
to determine from evaluation of y' : f (x, y (×)) -- more simply written f(x. y) -- the backpoints y',
iYm-_ .... ' Y'2' Y'I' Y0 required by the multistep algorithms. (In physical terms, this may be con-
sidered as having for each ×, a position Yl and a velocity y: .)
To produce the initial backpoints used to start the multistep process, a one-step numericai
integration method such as Euler-'s method, Taylor's expansion,Runge-Kutta,etc., is used. Each of
these methods requires a knowledge of only one preceding value of y (x). Thus the initial value
Y(X0) = Y0 is sufficient to initiate the one-step "starter" for a multistep process.
A commonly used one-step method is the Runge-Kutta which computes y_, Y2, • -- as follows:
Given the initial value problem
y' = f(x,y)
Y(X0) :" Y0"
The formula used is
1
Yn+l = Yn +-6"(kx * 2k2 + 3k3 + 4k4)
n = 0,1,2 ....
where
k 1 = hf(x,y,)
., + .k., : hf x n -_, y.
n k2)k3 : hf × -7. y_ *-_
k 4 a hf(x n + h,y. " k a
As can be seen Irom the above equations, a fourth order Runge-Kutta process requires four
evaluations of the derivative y' = -f (x.y _ for each step forward.
By way of remark, the following should be considered. Applying this Runge-Kutta process to
each of the three (usually complex) equations of motion of a satellite to produce position and
velocity coordinates is inefficient. Furthermore, to achieve the required accuracy necessary in
orbit determination analysis, the step size h must be very small. The error incurred by this
fourth order Runge-Kutta is of the order h s while the corresponding local error for a multistep
process is of the order h p*I where P is the order of the multistep method which is usually higher
than 4. Thus, the step size ol the Runge-Kutta startermust be a fraction of the step size of the
multistep process. This is an important consideration in programming the multistep algorithms.
There do exist multistep methods used as starters. These methods employ a time-consuming,
iterative procedure to produce each backpoint and it is questionable whether they are more effi-
cient than the one-step methods. In any event, the time required to set up the starting table of
tnitiaI backpotnts tor the multistep process is usually a fraction of the total computation time.
Any gains in efficiency accrued by these iterative schemes are, at most, marginal while the sim-
plicity of the one-step methods make them desirable.
I.I° The Multistep Algorithm




we have generated the backpoints y:, y:_:, ... Y2, Y:, Y0 by some single step process. (We may
write y_ : fo, Y'I = ft, "", Y: : f tomean y: : f(x o + ih, y(x o _ ih)).) With this set of back-
points, Y0, Y_, Y2, ". ' Y_-_, Y,, the multistep process can be started. These values are used in
an extrapolator or predictor to compute y_+,. The predictor considered here is the Adams-
Bashforth (Henrici) which has the form
: U0y_ + a:Vly' m + a_, }= "" n YYm* l Ym ÷ h a o _ .,
where _._ represents a difference operator (dis-
cussed later) operating on y_ and employing the
back'points y_, Y'-I .... ' Y_-n+:l' Y_-r,+l"
The predicted value of y_÷, is used with
x., to evaluate
y, = f(×,y)
for y'._. This value of y_._ is then employed
in a correclo_, formula which yields a new
value for y_,,l. The corrector discussed here
is the Adams-Moulton (Henrici) which has the
form
y.,, : - h { v°yt+, "
. ... + CVoy- }
We now have two values for y_._: a
predicted value, say Py.÷_, and a corrected
value, say eye.,. These two values are com-
pared. If the absolute valae of their difference,
] _Y_._ Py_._I, is not less thanagiventoler-
cl
ance, the y_+_ is used (i.e., substituted for
py_+I) with x + x to again evaluate [(x.y) for a
new value of Y:*l" The corrector is then used
again with this new value of y'., to calculate a
new Y_÷t" This iteration process on the cor-
rector is repeated until i_'*', q5,..1 Y=+I L,
where _ y_., Py_+_, meets the tolerance. A
simple flow chart may describe this more clearly.
USE PREDICTOR TO
CALCULATE Py_ ,,_ c,= Ym*l
USE ¢ Ym÷l AND %_+I
TO EVALUATE f(x,y>
FOR Y_m÷l







Figure 1--Predictor-corrector algorithm applied to the
initial value problem y' = f(x,y), Y(Xo) = Yo"
See Figure 1.
When the iteration process has converged (i.e., the criterion on I¢'÷'y_÷ _ - _ y_. L i has been
satisfied), the final computed value for y_+_ is entered in the backpoint table. Then, where the
points y,_, y_ .... , y0__,, y_ were used to determine y_÷_, the points y',, Y'2, "'', Y_, Y_÷, are now
used to determine Y:*2" Etc.
Note that in the Adams-Bashforth predictor, no knowledge of the value y_+ z being derived is
needed while such knowledge (namely a value for y: + i) is needed in the Adams-Moulton corrector.
Equations like Adams-Moulton corrector (closed form equations) have smaller truncation errors
as welt as desirable stabilizing characteristics. The predictor is used to obtain an estimated
value for Ym÷l good enough to keep the number of corrector iterations low. This predictor-
corrector algorithm is well known and it has been shown by various authors that for a sufficiently
small step size, h, the successive corrected values obtained converge to the unique solution of the
closed form equation provided the function being numerically integrated is sufficiently smooth.
The above discussion considered numerical calculations for deriving values of y (and con-
comitantly y') at discrete points from the initial value problem
y' : f(x.y)
y(x_) : y: .
The same technique could be used on any initial value problem of the form
y(n) = f (x, y(n-1))
y(n-l)(x0) : y_-_
to solve for y(,-l)(x i ). In particular, we are interested in calculating y£+ I from the backpoints
y:', y"_, . .. since, in general, satellite orbit determination involves the initial value problem
y" = f(x,y,y' )
Y' (%) : Yo
Y (x0) : Y0 "
This could be approached by generating an initial set of backpoints for y" and y'; then using
i
y:', y:'_, .... to calculate y,:._ and using y.', y___, ... to calculate y_+_ employing the same tech-
nique described above in both steps. However, certain advantages accrue i1 we use a mathemati-
cally equivalent technique which derives y_ _ directly from the backpoints y:', y:'_ ..... For
one, it is necessary to keep only one set of backpoints -- the retention of y", y,_.,, ... is obvi-
ated. Secondly, we often must work with the problem
y" : f(x.y)
Y(X0) : Yo
whenonly conservativeforces are involved(i.e., no drag or other energy dissipating forces). In
this sLtuation, when y:',_ has been satisfactorially determined, y:,_ can be calculated by evalu-
ating the corrector
, : , { " ,, + %'_1y_+ l * . %'_ny_'l}Ym*l Ym + h ao _Oym _I ' ""
only once.
Consider now, working with the initial value problem
Y" : f(x,y)
Y (Xo) : Y0
Y(×o) : Yo
Here, the predictor-corrector approach is the same. The difference exists in the polynomials: in
particular, the coefficients are different. The formulas considered here are generally referred
to as Cowell type formulas. They are:
StSrmer Predictor
_,+,: 2y.- y__,+h_{ZoV°y_:' +_V,y:,.,_r,_y-,+ .. Z_y:,}
Cowell Corrector
Ym+l = 2Ym - Ym-1 + h2 { Z_U0Y:_I + _'Ut " * *V2 " * ''" * " }
In the most general form of the initial value problem
Y" : f(x,y, y' )
Y' (Xo) = Y0
Y(Xo) = Yo'
Y_+ z is derived from the backpoints y:', y"___, . .. using the Adams formulas while Ym+, is
obtained from the same backpoint set using
the Cowell formulas. In testing for con-
vergence of the corrector formulas, the sum
ic'*l ' - _' ' i + ,ci*: _ ci iS com-
i Ym+ t Y_ I Ym* I Y,_* I
pared to the tolerance. A flow chart ol the
process is given in Figure 2.
lII. Derivation of Multistep Formulas
These foregoing techniques are referred
to as numerical integration. This appellation
originates from the derivation of the methods.
Consider again
y' = f(x, y)
Y(%) = Yo '
Integrating both sides between x and x+_, we
have
f xm÷:




Yr.*l = Y_ + f(s)ds
x m
where f(s) denotes f(s,y(s)).
By replacing f(s) by a Newtonian type tnterpo-
9
. ¢ ,
PRED CT _y_._ _,_-I JSING
ADAMS.SASHFORD P_tED'CTOR.
PREDICT _')_-I c'y,_,l USING
51Om,'zE R PREDICTOR
t"
USE _'v_.,l, _'_.-k ,aND
_ .! TO EVALUATE
y_.q F x y _
;
CALCU,.._,'E = -ly_, USrNG
ADAMS-MOU L TOt'.' CDRRECTOR.
CALCULATE ¢ *'¢ .. USING




WiTH c'*ly_ , I
Y,-,+l N BACKPOINT TABLE
Figure 2--Predictor-corrector algorithm applied to the
initial value problem y" : f(x,y,y'),y'(x 0) = Y0,
× (Xo): Yo"
lating polynomial and integrating, it is possible
to derive the Adams type polynomials which are used to approximate the expression
The error generated by replacing the function being integrated with a polynomial which is,
effectively, integrated is usually obtained by integrating the local error associated with the interpo-
lating polynomial. For example, it can be shown (Henrici) that the local error expression for
formulas of the above type is of the form
R = C h p+I yCp41) (_)
8
wherep is the order of the method, h the step size, d is a value between the largest and smallest
values of × on the interval (Xp. ×+ 1), and c is a constant specific to the formula.
The Cowell type formulas can be derived by a double integration of y" : f (x.y) and again
employ+ng a Newtonian type interpolating polynomial (Henrici). These derivations are complex.
A simpler approach using difference operators avoids much of the difficulty involved in integrating
the interpolating polynomials. This is the derivation given here. Using this approach, the opera-
tor definitions lead naturally to the Adams-Moulton corrector. It is derived first. The other
formulas follow easily from this derivation: first, the Adams-Bashforth predictor, then the Cowell
corrector, and finally the StSrmer predictor.
In the ensuing derivations, some cortfuslon may arise between the subscripts m and n _1. The
predictors are derived for y,._, the correctors for y . This is of no real importance since the
samebackpoints canbe labelled either as y_, Y_-I, Ym-2, "-. or y_._, y_, y___, ....
A. Preliminary Definitions and Relationships
In order to derive the formulas for multistep numerical integration, it is useful to develop
several tools. Consider the following difference tables (Figures 3 and 4). The first column is
formed by defining the values {(× ÷ ih), i = 0, 1, 2, ... for forward differences and f(x- ih)
for backward differences. The second columns are Iormed from differences of successive values
of the first column. The third columns, from .differences of the second. And so forth. (In both
tables, the subtrahend is the value above the minuend in each column.)
f(x - _) _2f(x
f (x + 2h)
f(x + 3h)
f(x _" 2h) - fix + h)
f(x ¢ 3h) - f(x _ 2h)
f (x - 3h)
+ h) + f(x)
f(x _ 3h) - 2 f(x + 2h) ÷ f(x * h)
Figure 3--Forward dlfference table.
f(x - 2h) - f(x - 3h)
f(x - 2h)
f(x _ h)
f(x - h) - 2f(x - 2h) + f(x - 3h)
f
f(x - h) - f(x - 2h) f(x)_'=--3f(x - h) + 3f(x - 2h) - 3f(x 3h)
f{×) - f(x - h) j_
Figure 4--Backward difference table.
From these tables, we derive the following operator definitions:
Forward Difference Operator (delta)
_2 f(×)
±fI×) =
/_ f(x) = A(L n-z f(×) )
V 2 f (x)
f(× - h) - l_:×)
f(x + 2hi - =_f','x - hl• - f(x)
(:1= (-i); t(x - (n- i)h)
1=$
Backward Difference Operator (nabla)
Vf(x) : f(x) - f(× - h)




Vnf(x) = V(Vn"I f(x)) : L(-I)' (?) fCx - ih)
1=0
(2b)
These definitions simplify our difference tables. See Figures 5 and 6.
""f(x)
_f(_)
f(x * h) _2f(x) f(x- 2h)
_f(x + h) _3f(x)
f(x + 2h) '_2f(x + h)
f(x * 2h)
f(x + 3h)
Figure 5--Forward difference table written in
Forward difference operator notation.
f(x - 3h)
V f(x - 2h)
;2 F(x- h)






Figure 6--Backward difference table written in
backward difference operator notation.
In addition to the difference operators, we define:
Identity Operator
I f(x) = f(x) (3)
10
Shift Operator
El(x) = f(x _ h)
E_f(x) = f(x + _h)
Differential Operator
Dr(x) = f'(x_
Dn f (x) : f(") (x).
(v may be any real number)
On these operators, we define an algebra where, for any two operators L_ and L_, L_ ± L 2
means the results of L 2 operating on f(×) are to be added to or subtracted from the results of L_
operating on f(x); while multiplication, L 1 times L2, means L1 operating on the results of L 2
operating on f(x). For example,
If(x) - E-*f(x) = f(x) - f(x- h) : Uf(x),
: air(x) - f(x- h)]
= _f(x) -,_f(x- h)
= f(x + h) - f(x) - [f(x + h - h) - f(x - h)]
= f(x + h) - 2f(x) ÷ f(x- h).
_?f(x)
It can be shown (Hildebrand) that these operators follow the laws of commutivity, associability,
and distribution.
With these definitions, we derive the relationships
V = I -E -I
I
I-V
Then from Equations (7) and (8),





I I - 12 + I?




But, 12 : I and I? : ?. Hence
T
= I - _----7 (9)
In addition to the above operator definitions and relationships, we need the series representa-
x 1
tions for e x , 1 - ×' 1 - x ' and -log ( 1 - x), and formulas for series multiplication and series
division:
X )(2 _ :_*
e_ : I* I! + 2! , . _,
I =C,
I - x - x _ x 2 + x3 .... : £ x_-i (11)
1=0
I * x ÷ x 2 + = x' (12)1
-log(1 - x)
X 2 X 3 _ X'
.... x ? - (13): x+ 2 3 ''" i * 1
For series division and multiplication, let the series s I and s 2 be the arguments of the
operation and s a the result. We define




s 2 : 1 * blx + b2x2 + "'' : Zb x:
i=0
where
b o = 1,
and for the resultant series s, - s l s 2 or :_3 = s,.'s 2 we desire
S 3 = I _ C1);. + C2X2 + -. =
i=C





Series multiplication is defined as
where
sis 2 = s 3 = l + (b 1 ÷ at)x + (b 2 + atb 1
x _ bi a
i=0 )=0
a2)×2 + (b 3 ,- alb 2 * a2b I _ a3)x3 +
(14)
a o : b o -- 1
and,
Series division is defined as
sl/s 2 -- s 3 : I+ (a 1 -bl)X + [a 2 -(bzc 1 ; b2) ] x 2 * [a 3 -(blc2 + b2cl T b3)! x3 _- ..
where
c 0 : I .
Note that series division is a recursive definition requiring Co, c I , c 2 .... , %-1 to compute the n th
coefficient,%, of the n th term of the s 3 series. Note also, where s, : 1, series division reduces to
where
since a_ : 0 for i > O.
c o : 1
13
IB. Derivation of Formulas
Consider now the Taylor's expansion of an interpolating polynomial
h h 2 h n
p(x* h) : p(×) _ y_ p_J)(x) +_'7 p_2_(×) + .... _p_r.)(x).
Using the shift operator Ep(x) = p(x , h), the differential operator l_ p(x) _ p(_>(x), and the iden-
tity operator Ip(x) : p(x), we have
h h 2 h _ )Ep(x) = I _ _13 _-_D 2 4 ... +-_- =_I_ p(x).
(Note that this is a finite expansion for any given, since p(×) is a polynomial, hence has only n
derivatives.)
Then, by Equation (10) the expansion ol e _,
E = e h D
or, by relationship (7) is
(1 - _7)-] = ehD
Taking the log of both sides,





Multiplying both sides by v,
7 : h log (_ - ? D (17)
and employing Equation (13), the expansion of -log( I - x), we have
14
= h JI: h ____Li_ 1
i=O
which by series division (16) is
(18)
where n is the order of the interpolating polynomial and
a
_ti- j
% = 1, %" : - J 5- 1
j=l
(19)
This is the Adams-Moulton Corrector. Some of the coefficients, _[, are given ha Table 1.
For i = 0 to i = 15, see Table 2 in the appendix.
Applying this to our initial value problem Table 1
Y" : f(x,y,y' )
t i
Y (x0) = Yo
Y(Xo) = Yo
i
Coefficients of Adams-Moulton C orrector.
I
0 1 2 3 4 5
i
1 1 1 1 19 3
"-_ -x_ -_ I-7W6" -16--6
to obtain a corrected value, eye, when y_ and y. have been predicted, an approximation of y:' cal-






1Ym -" Ymol + h y_' - _ [y" - y:' 1]
1
- 1-5[Y;' " 2y;/_,,, " yo','-2]
1
2_ [Y,-,'J - 3Y:'--1 * 3Ym"-2 ÷ Y_'--_]
- ',1 Y_'-' - Y_'-2 k3j Y_'-3 _ ' - (-1)n Y_-n " (20)
We now wish to develop the Adams-Bashforth predictor. Consider again Equation (17) and
multiply both sides by relationship (7) noting that vE = _% Then
(I - V)-I V]
_E _ : h L:,o_(I_._>] D =
I V
h to_ _ 7) D.
X
Now, employing Equations (11) and (13), the series representations respectively for _ and
-log(1 - x), we have
TZ_
0






which by Equation (15) series division is
'-- h _i (21)
16
wheren/is thenumberof backpoints (i.e., the order of the method) and
% : 1. % : 1 - ] -J 1 (22)
i=1
Some of the % are given in Table 2. These coefficients are given rational form for i = o to i : lS
in Table 2 of the appendix.
Note that the derivation involved infinite
series. However, since these operator rela-
tionships are valid for polynomials, the corre-
sponding series are finite. Hence, there exists
n such that a = 0 for all i > n.
t
Table 2
Coefficients of Adams-Bashforth Predictor.
l 1 I 2 3 4 5
m
5 3 251 95
Thu s,
: h I * <V+ V2.-: + _ V" "
• " " n Ym
or
f l[ ]Yr_+l -- Y,_ + h Y_' * "2 Y_' -'Y:'-I
5
1-_ [Y_' 2Y_'--1 + Y_'-2]
17
3
-[, ,,]+ 8 y" - 3Y_'-I + 3Y"-2- Y_-3
(23)
As previously noted, we have the problem of calculating >.= from the backpoints y__,, ,-2,
.... To achieve this, consider once again Equation (17). By squaring both sides we immediately
have a formula involving D2y : y".
I U. I 2_2 : h2 -log(l T) D2" (24)
[_ _ i] 2It is possible to obtain an expression for log(I - v merely by squaring the series repre-
sentation for -log (I - 5") ' However, a more suitable formulation can be derived as follows:
Consider
[-log(I - ?)] 2 = D-' D [-log(l - ?)] 2
where D't is the informal integration operator (Hildebrand), the inverse of the differential opera-
tor. Then
D-'D [-_og(I-V)]_ --D-'2 I-log<:-V_]
I --
: D't 2 from (13)
18
from (11)
0,L, (_) V-_ 1+-_+ + + 1
where
m --- 0,1, o
_g , . .
Then, by integrating (i.e. using the operator D-l),
[-io_<I- v)] ' : _.
j=O
H__+I _J2V2 j- = 2
j=o
(25)
Using this expression in Equation (24),
= h 2 2_2 Hi+1 Jj +
j=o
D 2












Coefficients of Cowelt Corrector
I I
1 2 3 I 4 5
L 1 i 1 1
i-1 -- o f ---1 12 . 240 240
and n is the order of the method. This is the
Cowell corrector. Some of the coefficients,
_[, are given in Table 3. For Z,', i = 0 to
= 15, in rational Iorm see Table 4 of the
appendix.
Thu s,
_2 y_ = Y_ - 2Ym-1 - Ym-2
1 1 1 }-- h I --_V + _--_ _72. + 0 W3 240-- U4 ÷ "'" Y_"
or
{ 1[_: ]ym : 2yr._, ÷ Yr_-2 + h Y" - "2 ' - Y''I
1
12 Jr:' - _ ....-- Yrr-1 + Ym-2] + 0
1
r t| tl ii -- ,.i
240 l Y_ - 4Y_,_1 ÷ 6Y,__ 2 4Y;__ 3 + Y_' 4 ]
[: I;) ,.]}._. _ ,, + ,, _ y,, , . + (- 1) r' 3,'m_,_+ /:n Y Y_-L Y_-2 ='-3 "" (28)
2O
As in thecaseof Equation(19)weneedanextrapolatoror predictor. Thiscanbederivedin
thesamemannerasEquation(21),onlythis time, multiplyingEquation(24)by relationship(7),
V2E : h2 -log(I - U)
UsingEquations(25)and(12)
whichby series multiplication (14)is
where







This is the Stbrmer predictor. Several of the
coefficients, /3_, are given in Table 4. For 2_
in rational form for i = 0 to i = lS, see Table 3
of the appendix.
Thus,
U 2E Ym : Ym+l - 2Ym + Ym-1 .3
Table 4
1
Coefficients of St6rmer Predictor !
, b
11 2 3 4 I,, 5
1 1 19 30
12 12 240 40
21
or
Y_*I = 2y_ - Y_-I _ h2 I:¢_ ' ÷ 0
' [y_' - 2y_'_, yi'-2]+ 1-2
1
+ 1-2 [Y_' - 3y_' _ + 3y_' 2 - y__3j
[: /:)" ]}* q Y - Y_- S ÷ - * * (- 1)_ _-n "-n Ym~2 Y " " Y" (31)
In recapitulation, we have derived the following formulas for numerically solving at discrete
points the initial value problem
y" = f(x, y, y' )
Y (Xo) = Yo
Y(Xo) = YO '
The Adams-Bashforth predictor








which is used to produce a first approximation of y:, z for iteration in the Adams-Moulton cor-
rector
where
- : h 2 _" U: "Y" : Y_ Y_ -I , Y_
and
1
ai j ÷ 1 ;
A=O
and the StSrmer predictor
where








which produces a first approximation of Ym÷_ for iteration in the Cowell corrector
where








C. The Summed Form
It has been established (Henric[) that algebraic equivalents known as the summed forms of the
foregoing equations considerably reduce the propagation of round-off error. These summed
v -forms can be derived by defining the operators _I and r:-" as the inverses of r_ and v_
and defining
W-,I Ym" : IS_ (32)
V-2y" : v-l(IS) : 2xS . (33)
Then, applying _ to Is,
or
: V-_y_' _ we have
vV'ly:',l : V(2S+_)
Y'_'*I : IS_+l - IS_
_s+, : 2s.÷y'.+2. (34)
Also, applying _ to HS+
:: 7(11S +1)
ISm+ 1 = II_m. 2 - 22Sm
24
which, by using Equation (34), becomes
IISm+ l = "s + 'sm •y_1" (35)
The _, multiplying both sides of the Adams-Bashforth predictor and the Adams-Moulton cor-
rector by v-*, and similarly multiplying both sides of the StSrmer predictor and Cowell corrector
by V -2 and using identities (34) and (35) we derive the following summed forms:
Adams-Bashforth Predictor Summed Form
where
and




E &L -_a i : I - j'-*- 1
i=O







StSrmer Predictor Summed Form
where





2Hi. l,+ : t- -:v_ + ,
j=O
Cower Corrector Summed Form









The meaning of _sm and nSm+, can best be seen from their positions in an extended difference
table (Figure 7). Examination of this table shows that the sums can be maintained by relationships
(34) and (35)
IS+t -- ,sm -y._,










-I Ym _2 Y"rn +
rs XTy"+/
m /






Figure 7--Extended difference table showing ISm and IIS=.
but that initialvaJues for some ts and z_s must be supplied. These initialvalues can be deter-
mined by inverting the corrector formulas (xSm is eliminated from the Cower corrector since its
coefficient,_o" + #t*,is zero) and solving respectively for _s=_t and X_s I
IS_-t : h - Ym'-'+ % "_Ty'm'-1* % v Ym-1 + '" (40)
i,
I .... 1HS.,-_ - h _ Y,_'--m+ _3 VYm-_ + /34V2.j,,,__+ ... • (41)
D. Ordinate Forms
All of the foregoing formulas involved difference operators. They are thus known as the
difference forms and summed difference forms. Another useful form of these formulas which can
be used under certain circumstances is the ordinate forms.
When using the difference forms, the order of the method can be dynamically changed as the
problem dictates. That is, on the basis of the number of corrector iterations, the order of the
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method (the number of backpoints) could be increased (or perhaps decreased) to improve accuracy
(or lower computation time). However, ill satellite orbit determination, the functions are usually
smooth enough so that the order of the method can be fixed. This permits us to take advantage of
the ordinate forms of the Cowel[ and Adams type formulas.
In using the difference forms, it is necessary to maintain a table of backpoints and tables of
differences. The ordinate forms enable us to rely solely on the table of backpoints thus obviating
the computation and maintenance of the difference tables. This simplifies the integration process
and enhances calculation speed.
Consider the Adams-Bashforth predictor (21) substituting definition (2b) for ?':
y:, : y: _ h _, (-1)' y:'
i=C , \j=0
Expanding the expression in brackets and denoting y_'
%(-1)° (°) Zo *
by Z, we have
z[(-l)O(_)ZO ÷ al(-1)l(ll)Z 1
%(-1) 0 (02) Zo _ %(-1) _ (21)Z_- a2(-1)2 (22)Z2*
%(-1)°(3)Zo +a3(-1)l(_)Z 1 + %(-I)2 (_) Z3 + %(-1)3 (_) Z3 *
%(-1)° (0)Zo + %(-1)1 (1)ZI % (_1)2 (2)Z2 * %(-I)3 (3)Z3 .... + a (-1)" (:)Z_.
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Y +1 Y Y _i Ym-I
i=O i=1 1=2









Sample calculations of the coefficients c_, for a fifth order Adams-Bashforth predictor are given in
Table 5. In like manner, the ordinate forms for any order of the Summed and non-summed Cowell
and Adams type formulas can be developed.
Table 5
Coefficients for Fixed, Fifth-Order, Ordinate Form Adams-Bashforth Predictor.
1 1 5 3 2Sl 1 = -1387
cr 2 5 3 3 =
_2oj 30
% = (-i)3 3 8- + 720J 360
o 4 = 4,)251125,7_6j no
Thus, the ordinate forms for the non-summed integration formulas are
Adams-Bashforth Predictor Ordinate Form
Y_÷I >'m + h o-j y (xm_jh)
i=O
where
Adams-Moulton Corrector Ordinate Form
r _,















Cowell Corrector Ordinate Form
where





The coefficients c_i, %', _'i' '_'i"are given in rational form in the appendix in Tables 5 through
8. Within each table, subtables are presented on the basis of a : 0 to n = lS.
The summed ordinate forms are
Adams-Bashforth Predictor Summed Ordinate Form







G: --- _i+ I (44)







a, = %*1" for i > 0 (45)
St5rmer Predictor Summed Ordinate Form




Z' = ',e'i÷ 2 (46)





_0 (Zo÷ zl .
;_," ...... *'_- 2 (47)
', "' and ;_"The coefficients _ _ , ;.'j, j are given in rational form in the appendix in Tables 9
through 12. Within each table, subtables are presented on the basis of n = 0 to n = 15.
REMARKS
In determining the orbits of artificial satellites, in which the equations that describe the
satellite's motion are extremely complex, numerical integration methods are very fruitful.
Predictor-corrector methods for numerically integrating ordinary differential equations are used
because they are efficient and lead to accurate results. In general, predictor-corrector methods
have the following advantages:
D Generally only one or perhaps two evaluations of the function need be computed at each
step of the integration whereas one-step methods require at least four or more evalua-
tions of the function.
, The difference between predicted and corrected values provides a measure of the error
being made at each step of the integration. Thus this error, which is better known as the
local error, can be used to control the stepsize employed in the integration .
Some disadvantages in using predictor-corrector methods are:
1. The process is not self-starting.
2. The process is highly complex to program.
The main sources of trouble that arise when using any type of numerical method for integra-
ting ordinary differential equations are (Henrici):
1. Truncation error due to finite approximations for the derivatives.
2. Propagation errors (instability).
3. Round-off errors due to a finite number of decimal figures used to express the coeffi-
cients in the formulas.
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APPENDIX
The formulas for the coefficients presented in the following tables were programmed hn
fortran using a rational arithmetic package to eliminate the deterioration which would have been
incurred using floating point arithmetic. This rational package consisted of the following subrou-
tines:
(1) GCD - A function which uses Euclid's algorithm to compute the Greatest Common
Divisor of two numbers.
[A l,A2] = GCD > 0
where GOD : t if A 1 : 0 or A 2 = 0 or if A 1 or A 2 is not integral.
(2) ADD - A subroutine which performs rational addition defined by
(°2) to)N, N_ [% D2] - [D, D2] [D3N3] N,
B, D 2 ( D1 ) D 3 D 4D2 "iDleD2 ] iDa,N3]
(3) SUB - A subroutine which performs rational subtraction defined by
N 1 N 2 N l (-N 2) N 3
D"_ - DZ : D--_ +" D---_ = --_'-3 "
(4) MPY - A subroutine which performs rational multiplication defined by
N 1 N 2
Ni N_ iN,,%] [N_,D,] N_
DI "_ = DI D 2 - D3
CN,,D,] CNI,D,]




(:) s- (i - 1)
m -- 0,1.2 ..... s : -2.-1 0. 1, 2 ....
and




These subroutines were so constructed that the numerator and denominator of any result were
relatively prime (i.e. (,_, D) = 1). Also, the sign of any term was carried by the numerator while
the denominator was kept positive. A zero denominator was used to indicate loss of integral sig-
nificance in the computation of a term.
These subroutines were used by a main routine to calculate the coefficients of the difference
forms of the Cowell type formulas. A subroutine was used to calculate the coefficients for the
ordinate forms. A final machine language subroutine was used to format and print the coefficients
in rational form.
Tables 1-4 give the coefficients of the difference formulas. The coefficients for the summed
difference formulas are not presented since they can easily be taken from the non-summed
coefficient tables. Tables 5-8 present the coefficients for the non-summed ordinate forms of the
formulas. Tables 9-12 give the coefficients for the summed ordinate Iorms. Although the lower












































































Adams-Bashforth Predictor, Non-Summed Ordinate Form
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Adams-Moulton Corrector, Non-Summed Ordinate Form
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St_rmer Predictor, Non-Summed Ordinate Form
Order = 1 4 o 1
Order = 2 A.o 1
4,.I 0
Order = 3 h-o t3tl2
k_ - 1 t6
A 2 IlL2
Order = 4 &o ?/_
A2 i/3
X 3 -1/12
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Adams-Bashforth Predictor, Summed Ordinate Form
































































































































































































Adams-Moulton Corrector, Summed Ordinate Form
Order = 1 a_' ! /z
Order = 2 %" s/h2
at*' ! / t 2
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St_rmer Predictor, Summed Ordinate Form
Order = 1 4 0' I/IZ
Order = 2
k_ -I/12
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